How to
make a feature film

for under

$5000
A few tips from someone who did it
by claudia pickering

introduction
In the past year since creating Frisky, I’ve been
regularly asked the same question: “how in the
name of Sailor Jerry did you make a feature film
for under $5000?”.
When making your first feature, obviously you
should first consider the conventional process
of making a film: Writing an incredible script,
then getting someone famous attached in cast/
crew, then getting distribution, then raising a
shitload of money, then shooting it and paying
everyone in a timely fashion. Hooray.
In real life, you may not have the celebrity
connections or the red-hot agent necessary to
facilitate someone even taking a glance at your
incredible script. Bummer.
Wanna know how we actually did it?
Read on, compadre!
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1. SCRIPT
/ Make sure your script is within the realm of

possibility for you to actually shoot. That means no
cars off cliffs. Unless you are shooting miniature, in
which case, go nuts.

/ Write a script that is 90 pages in length and no

longer. 40 scenes and no longer. This is just a rough
guide, but length and scenes are time which equals
money.

/ Think about big, unusual things that you do have

access to, I dunno, maybe your dad’s best mate
is a pilot named John Travolta who has a 747 in
his backyard. Use that if it works with the story.
Production value. Also, ask John to be in it and you’ll
definitely get some distribution right off the bat. Also,
ask John if it’s cool for you to shoot a car-off-cliff
explosion scene and if you can borrow his car for that
and do it off the cliff at his ranch too.
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1. SCRIPT
/ Your script cannot have massive set items that you

do not have access to.

/ Keep location changes to a minimum.
/ Keep scenes with lots of people in them to a

minimum. They take a lot of time to shoot.
E.g. Minimise parties and large dinner scenes

/ INT: Your script should be predominantly set indoors.

Easier for sound + easier for constant/manipulatable
light = less time dicking around = cheaper.

EXT: Outdoor locations must be either on private
/ property that you have permission to use or in a
public place that you are confident you can get away
with shooting guerilla. Bear this in mind while writing,
if possible.
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2. crewing up
/ Whether you do it through craigslist/gumtree, your

existing network/friends, or a combination of both…
Only work with people who you actually like. You
have to spend a lot of time with these people.

/ Don’t be afraid of bringing people on board who

have freshly graduated from film school - this may
well be your entire network. New grads and current
students are hungry and keen to get a feature film
under their belt, and you’re going to be the person
who delivers that to them.

/ Assuming you’re directing, have a bloody great

relationship with your Cinematographer so you
can work quickly. Additionally, you need to have
seriously deep trust and respect for everyone on
your set.

/ Keep your crew to a minimum:

1. Director/Producer
2. Director of Photography
3. Assistant Director/Continuity
4. Line Producer/Production Manager
5. Sound recordist
(6. Maybe Assistant Camera)
(7. Maybe Production Assistant)
(8. Maybe Hair and Makeup Artist)
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3. be a person of
your word
/ Deliver. People are onboard your film because they

believe in your project’s artistic merit, and that you
will actually have a film to show at the end of it - get it
finished and in festivals and then bust your chops to
get it distributed.

/ Be a leader. People will get involved as you are

shooting a feature film, and that is something that
doesn’t come along every day. Actors want to be in
them. You’re dishing out some big crew credits here
for people who may not be able to get anything close
to that kind of responsibility on a bigger production.
All you have to do is stick to your word and get the
film finished and out there.
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4. SCheduling
/ Be flexible. Collate your cast and crew’s availability

(We used google forms to make a spreadsheet of
availability). Make sure your schedule suits everyone.
Bust your ass to make that damn shoe fit. Do be
flexible, people are doing you a favour by working on
your set.

/ Use scheduling software. This is a long film.

Eg. Free 4 month student trial of Lightspeed.
		
Not as sleek as other software, but it works.

/ Keep the shoot as short as possible. Time = money.

That being said, make sure you give a day off after
any 5 day period (preferably 2 days off) so your crew
and cast don’t go bonkers on you. They need a break!

/ Keep shooting days under 10 hours, always with at

least a 12 hour turnaround. Your cast and crew are
human beings.
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5. Shot list
/ As a rule, get the master shot and over the shoulder

close-ups… but you already knew that.

/ Once you have covered the shit out of the scene,

then and ONLY THEN, can you go in for that ultrainteresting one-shot of your dreams.

/ Always make sure you get a cut away to something in

the room that has some degree of relevant emotion
in it. Just in case the continuity is a nightmare in that
scene, at least you got that shot of their feet shuffling
to cut to, right? The editor will thank you, but will
hopefully not have to use it.

/ The time you take in pre-production to figure this out

will translate to a lot of time saved on set.
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6. CASTING

/ Spend a couple of hundred bucks and rent out a

local theatre space to hold your auditions in. You
need your cast to know that your production is legit
and they cannot flake at the last minute.

/ Once cast, hold a table read where everyone has a

full script printed each. Preferably at your house with
lots of wine and lovely snacks. Your cast need to feel
like they’re a part of a team.
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7. NO PERMITS
/ You will be shooting guerilla, ie. no permits in public

places.

/ Nail that “nothing sus” smile. Remember “it’s a

student project, officer”. I hope you didn’t throw out
your student card… or that New York Film Academy
cap they gave you when you toured the school a few
years back.

/ If you can’t cope with this concept, you’re going to

need either more money, or no public locations.

/ Easier to ask for forgiveness than permission, etc.

etc... Unless permission is free and easy - then get
permission and save yourself some hassle.
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8. food
/ Do not skimp on food. VERY IMPORTANT. Feed your

people GOOD food. And don’t feed them pasta or
any heavy carbs for that matter. Feed them protein or
they’ll go to sleep on your set in the afternoon. Time
is money. And people appreciate that you value their
wellbeing!
E.g. Take them out for lunch at a local taco shop
or thai restaurant each day. Let people order
what they want and cover it. Cast and crew are
happy, fed, and have had a great little break in
the middle of the day.

/ Have decent crafty food on set. Not just junk food

- veggies and dip. This shit is important, keeps up
morale!
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9. sound
/ You’ve heard it before, but I’ll say it again... Audiences

will forgive a bad picture, but they will not forgive bad
sound.

/ SOUND IS THE MOST IMPORTANT (technical)

THING to nail. It is. And it will chew your budget
to pieces if you bugger it up. I know you’re being
a cheap-ass, I get it, I really do, but sound is where
you need to spend your money: On set and in post.
Accept that fact.

/ That sound boom pole with the dead wombat on

it: It really freaks people out. It makes people go
“Oh, there’s a film being shot over there” much more
than any camera.
E.g. Don’t have your cast standing in the middle
of a busy pedestrian mall downtown having a
conversation and expect to get great boom
audio without a permit.
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9. sound

/ DO use lavalier microphones if you’re shooting

guerilla dialogue anywhere so you definitely have
at least something to work with. If the sound goes
missing, it is nearly impossible to ADR the scene
convincingly, which means you’ll be re-shooting. And
you don’t want a re-shoot in a guerilla location.
A great way to do this if you can’t afford or
get access to a proper set of lavs with your
sound person, invest in a couple of Rode
SmartLav+ mics that plug into your iphone with
broadcast quality sound. Download the Rode
Rec App and you’ll be right as rain.
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10. Lighting

/ Rely largely on natural/available light (If it’s good

enough for Emmanuel Lubezki, it’s good enough for
you.) Setting up lights takes a shit-load of time.

/ If necessary, basic lighting please. China balls,

Christmas/fairy lights, etc.

/ Let go of the idea that this thing is going to be

cinematically perfect because - mate - you have five
grand. But it’s gonna be damn good because you
prepared your shot list so immaculately with your
Director of Photography... Who you would trust with
your life.
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11. misc. shooting
/ Keep to schedule. Get a hard-ass Assistant Director.
/ Don’t get too fussy, but do listen to that gut feeling

when your heart says you need to do one more take
with a change in it. But don’t do that too often. Keep it
rolling, people.

/ Take decent photos on set every day and post all over

social media. Build your following so you have more
clout when it comes to distribution

12. equipment
/ Nice lenses and camera: Rent or borrow them.
/ Borrow anything you can, actually.
/ If possible - get a jib or a shoulder mount/gimble/

steady-cam type setup - either make one or rent
one or buy one cheap from China… Frisky was shot
entirely on shoulder mounts.
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13. post crew

/ Find an editor whose previous work nails the tone of

your film. Then do everything in your power to woo
them.

/ Do not skimp on post sound. Get it done right. You

must pay this person.

/ Colour grade- Get someone who specialises in

colour. You must pay this person.

/ Post Sound and Colour can be international/

interstate as you just need to get them a hard drive.
Post an ad on craigslist in LA and go through the
responses, lots of people check that site from all over
the states who are looking to get a feature gig on
their reel.
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14. compensation
/ Raise as much money as you can - via kickstarter, via

your day job, whatever. Then make a budget… then
budget to go over it by 10%.

/ Ideally, you pay everyone in a timely fashion. What

if you have no money for cast/crew, but they still
want to make your project with you? Give them
equity. This is a community project, so anyone
who has contributed rightfully owns their portion
of the project. The percentage of ownership
must be directly proportional to the amount of
time they contributed to the project. If they are a
cinematographer or a PA, your lead cast member or
an extra in a party scene, everyone (yourself included)
gets the same treatment. Time = Equity. If the project
makes money, you pay every person their percentage
of the profits. Be very transparent about this. And
chances are, if you’ve only spent 5k on producing
your great script and you obtain distribution, you will
have some profits to share.
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15. DO ALL THE
SHITTY STUFF YOURSELF

/ Don’t micro-manage, give people responsibility -

that’s why they came to your set - but do all the shitty
tasks yourself if you can’t pay someone to do them.
Only leave the best bits for your crew to do.
Eg. Your editor doesn’t want to organise your
data into scenes and takes, and they don’t want
to synch the audio to the video. You need to do
that for them so they can spend their time doing
the bit of the job that they love: editing.
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16. do it
/ Don’t let some chump nay-sayer tell you that it can’t

be done. They’re a dickhead.

/ Don’t wait around for more money that you don’t

know for sure is coming. Your project will never get
made. If you have your 5k, go and shoot it.

17. screen it
/ Throw a screening for your cast and crew as soon as

you have a final cut version so they know it’s real! You
owe them that pleasure!
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final thoughts
At the end of it all, you’ll have a whole little
community of legends who you adore and a
beautiful project together to show for it.
Frisky is a comedy feature film about two
twenty-somethings who move to San Francisco
to chase their careers, but end up chasing tail
instead.
Check out Frisky here
Like Frisky on Facebook
See all of Claudia’s filmmaking capers here

© Claudia Pickering 2016
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